Declaration of Conformity (CE)

We herewith declare that the following device, in the version issued by us, is in compliance with the below stated standards.
In the case of unauthorized changes to the device, this declaration becomes invalid.
This declaration only is effective under the condition of correct application of the installation information, particularly with respect to the cabling.

Name: Digital Broadcast Mixing and Routing System
Type: RM4200D

Applied standards:
EN 55103-1 Electromagnetic compatibility – Product family standard for audio, video, audio-visual and entertainment lighting control apparatus for professional use - Part 1: Emission, electromagnetic environment E4
EN 55103-2 Electromagnetic compatibility – Product family standard for audio, video, audio-visual and entertainment lighting control apparatus for professional use - Part 2: Immunity, electromagnetic environment E4
EN 60950 Safety of information technology equipment
EN 61000-3-2 Electromagnetic compatibility – Part 3, Section 2: Limits for harmonic current emissions, class D

Manufacturer: DHD Deubner Hoffmann Digital GmbH
Haferkornstrasse 5
04129 Leipzig
Germany

Leipzig, 21/05/2006
Jörg M. Deubner
General Manager